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Profs to Students: 
" 
Kill reading ~eek after amending minutes 
McLaughlin estimate of has reduced pre-exam study time School. He did remember using 
"unanimous but two." in three years from roughly four his Christmas vacation for stl,ldy. 
-Ed Wallace 
Ignoring overwhelming Under the plan exams will weeks to four days. The present calendar eliminates 
student oppositon, the faculty begin four days after the end of One professor who admitted the Christmas holiday from the 
voted last Wednesday to shorten class for day students and five off the record that he favored· calendar. 
reading week and begin classes days after classes for evening the change noted that he had Student reaction was strong. 
students counting Saturday and. never had a reading week when One SBA ·member commented, 
after the first of September. "It's disgusting, its J'ust 
The minu~s of m ~rl~r ~~~~n~d~ay~.~T~h~e~c~h~an~g~e~t~h~e~r~e ~fu~r~e~~h~e~~.a~t~t~e~n~d~e~d~~F~o~~~h~a~m~~L~a~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
meeting indicating that student;; EDITORIAL 
acceptance was necessary for the 
change were amended to reflect 
the faculty's recollection that Before coming to hiw school many students wonder what will become of their minds, particularly 
student acceptance was not their ability to distinguish honesty from dishonesty. The fear is not that blatant lies won't be obvious, 
required, according to Dean but that the subtlest and -most insidious form of dishonesty , self delusion, will prejudice their actions. 
McLaughlin. Faculty members who voted to overlook student opinion have deluded themselves. 
The minutes including the They have forgotten that when they went to law school they had Christmastime for study. They have 
results of the vote are forgotten that they "crammed" the things th~y found too difficult to understand, too much remember, 
confidential and there is a or which they simply didn't do on time. They actually believe that less study time will result in better 
dispute as to the actual majority lawyers. They believe that daily preparation is more important tha11 final preparation, and that reading 
which approved the vote. week, not jobs, other courses, and pedagogical pedantry, causes students to fall behind in their work. 
Without checking the record, The worst lie they tell themselves and apparantly each other is that to disclose who voted for and 
McLaughlin said he remembered who against the Martin proposal would violate the confidentiality of faculty meetings. Why are those 
the vote was "approximately meetings secret? Do faculty members say things they should not? Is how a professor votes something to 
unanimous but for two votes." be kept secret? Perhaps those who refuse to stand in front of their students and say how they voted and 
Dean Hanlon said there was a why, are ashamed of themselves. Or perhaps they have come to believe it is their colleagues for whom 
clear majority but said that the they are ashamed , hence, the need to protect them. 
minority vote was substantiaI." . Since grades are curved and students resilient, the calendar change will result in little visible change. 
The ADVOCATE has learned' But the patronizing imbecility of a l~w faculty which ignores several hundred students in order to change 
from sources present at the a calendar by a few days and then explain themselves with a pathetic, "No comment" deserves the 
meeting that at least three contempt' and disgust of each student. I 
faculty members claim to have There are exceptions, Professor Martin and Professor Byrn are sincere but misguided. THE 
voted against the change. One ADVOCATE dares the rest of the faculty to break the cowardly conspiracy of silence, to explain their 
source estimated that, the vote vote to their classes, to explain how lawyers can "amend the minutes" of an eariier meeting after a vote 
was in the order of two to one of student opposition, and yet claim that bad faith is not involved. 
disgusting. " 
SBA president Stu McGregor 
expressed what seemed to be the 
general stud en t reaction, "Tt's 
unbelievable. " 
The SBA had pl)ssed a 
resolution which was read at the 
faculty meeting stating 
o p p ostion to the proposed 
calendar and favoring the ' 
present system. 
The proposal has come to be 
called the "Martin Proposal" 
after Professor Michael Martin 
who first presented the plan on 
the basis of the "counterpro-
ductivity of reading weeks." 
Many third year students in 
Martin's Course in Conflict of 
Laws feel the proposal sterns 
from his dissatisfaction with 
student participation in that 
course. Martin has claimed that 
reading weeks encourage lack of 
daily preparation. 
Along with Martin, Professor 
Continued on p. 4 
FLS On trial 
at Columbia 
-Walt Pellegrini and further estimated that the To those professors who find smugness acozy hiding place, a piece of friendly advice: the distrust of 
number of faculty members one's students may be some·thing a big fish with tenure might laugh about snidely over diner, but the 
voting was roughly twenty. distrust of one's colleagues in the big pond is something a lawyer must take seriously. Credibility is a Fordham and Columbia Law 
Other professors who refused to lawyer's stock-in-trade, law students are colleagues to be. Students will be involved in two 
_b~e:..~id~e~n~t~if~ie:d:.:a:gr:e:e~d~w:it~h~t~h~e.t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Criminal jury trials as part of 
Criminal Advocacy courses: 
Archie Williams takes Wormser moot; 
Nat'} team stopped despite high score 
William Henry 
takes second 
by Tim McGinn 
Archie Williams and William 
Henry were the big winners 
when the final round arguments 
were delivered in the 1975 
Wormser Moot Court 
Competition on November 6. A 
standing room only audience 
witnessed the proceedings, lured 
at least as much by the 
distinguished bench consisting of 
retired Supreme Court Justice 
Tom C. Clark, Judge James L. 
Oakes of the Second Circuit and 
Chief Judge David N. Edelstein 
of the Southern District of New 
York. 
The arguments dealt with the 
constitutionality of state 
statutes requiring placement of 
dependent children with child 
care agencies of the same 
religious persuasion, as well as 
whether a three judge district 
court should have been 
convened in the case. The 
plaintiffs were three children 
who had been denied placement 
in the defendant agencies 
because of a different religious 
affiliation. 
• 
Williams, who argued the 
proced ural issue for the 
plaintiffs-appellants, began the 
evening loudly and a bit 
woodenly , but quickly gained 
his poise, answering the incisive 
questioQ,ing directly and 
unhesitatingly. His selection as 
Continued on p. 3 
Best brie/ 
2nd in orals. 
Despite having defeated its 
two opponents in oral argument, 
Forham's National Moot Court 
team su ffered defeat at the 
regional competiLlOn held at the 
Association of the Bar of the 
City of New York, and has been 
eliminated from further 
competition. 
Representing Fordham in the 
complex antitrust action was Bill 
Brennan, Scott Wolas and Todd 
Klipp - aU of 3A. Prof. Barry 
Hawk served as mentor to the 
team. 
The defeat came as a surprise 
to many who had witnessed the 
arg um ents. Forham was 
victorious in oral argument in 
both rounds defeating St. Johns 
Continued on p. 3 
Fordham will sponsor the first 
trial at 10:00 AM F.riday, 
November 21, in the Moot Court 
Room. Columbia hosts the 
second at 10:00 AM Saturday, 
NovefTlber 22. 
Professor Henry Putzel, 
teaches Criminal Advocacy and 
set up the competition against 
Columbia with his counterpart 
Professor Maurice Nessen. Putzel 
met . Nessen years earlier while 
Nessen was defending Clifford 
Irving and Pu tzel was a 
prosecutor with the U.S. 
Attorneys office. 
The fact pattern, based on US 
V Barton, given to the 
competing teams in early 
November, concerns stolen 
securities and accomplice 
witness testimony with the 
entailing corroboration 
problems. 
Arguing for Fordham on 
ovember 2 1 in the Moot C'ourt 
Room as prosecutors will be 
Mike Nardotti 3A, Tina 'Wellner 
3A, and Denis Milton 3B. 
Represe nting Fordham at 
Columbia on Saturday, 
November 22 will be Robert 
Stoltz 3B, Leila Boukamel 3A, 
and Steve Markstein 3B, for the 
defense 
, 
t 
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I . T~S~dentNewspaperofFo~ham~wSchocl I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:::: Editors ::: As President of the SBA I feel . Many specific com plaits have Placement Committee were 
:::: Edward Wallace Walt PeUegrini j:j one has ' the responsibility not been brought to my attention by students on Law Review? 
.••. • only for the administration of both students and outside firms. Why is it that out of 750 
:::: - ::: student activities and I am also aware of many Placement Questionnaires 
·.:! .. ~:.:!..Bu,::::U::~g:":~:~~::Vi'h I.:~.:l.: ~l~v~~r:S~o~d::!:!~~~:~n~; ~~ ~~~~~~~:1:~:;{~e t~~:~~i: ::~:l~~:lle}~w7t?r{;:~r;~~~ 
take whatever action necessary that it will ' generate some Why is it that a second year 
••• Staff: Rich Sapinski, Rich Nacchio, Tim McGinn ••• . to achieve a better environment concern which can then be student spent time organizing a 
::: Bill Schneider, Steve Ingraham, Steve Donovan. ::: for all of us at the Law School. channeled into student action. A committee, drew up plans, 
::: :.: Since August of this year, and number of student projects are established deadlines, and made ~~DEAD LINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: January 6, 1976 i ~%~~!;r~:;::~:~;.~Yi.:~; ~~~:F"::~' iE:;:do:?: r:!:~:~:: O~~:I":~;~~:~:; l:,:,:,;:,:,:,~":::,~"":::,,::::::,,~,,:::::,,::,,::,,,:,:,,<=:><,,,,,,:::,:,:,:,,.:.,,,,,.:.:.>:.:.:.:.:.:.:j ~~:~~!~:E~':f.:::Fi~r~{i~ ::Elr:h:\~~~~~~ ~::;:; I: :~ tiiiF: ,,,::on ::: no: 
LE1'TERS 
To the ADVOCATE: 
The faculty members 
up knowing less on Monday. 
Besides, having all those useless 
week-ends in between the good 
days stret..ches out the academic 
year and takes time away from 
more productive pursuits. 
I hope this trend will 
continue, so that some day we 
will join the "better" schools 
(the ones whose grad~ates get 
. My personal opinion is that the firms or is it a service for the student/alumni counseling 
Placement Office is woefully students of the Law School? program established by the 
inadequate to meet the needs of Should the top 25% of a class alumni last year for the students 
its students. I also feel that the receive 75% of the Placement now in second year was a failure 
situation will continue to exist Office time and effort? due to a lack of student inte 
due mainly to lack of united Why is it that only ~tudents rest? 
student action. First year have suggested partitioning the Is the Placement Office doing 
students don't understand the Student Lounge to create more the best possible job with the 
problem. Second year students space for Placement? funding, space and staff now 
don't realize the importance of What are the priorities that available or is it just a 
the problem. Third year students require that so little money be convenient object for those who 
have written off the Placement funded to Placement? wish to vent their frustrations 
Office. - The Administration Why is it that with one or with a system they don't like? 
understands the proble.m but as two exceptions the only 
yet has failed to act. volunteers for a Student -Stu McGregor 
involved should be congratulate,d 
for their proposal to eliminate 
week-ends from the Law Sc~ool 
calendar. As everyone knows, 
week-ends discourage students 
from studying and digesting 
their course materials during the 
week. "If they don't get it by 
Friday, the hell with 'em!" 
should be the policy. jobs) in eliminating all r.==========================================91 :'~~~;i~;'; (theb~ind r~l~~~~~~ 11 M ' A. I At Th B II It is too plain a proposition to be questioned that week-ends are counter-productive; meaning, 
by definition, that the student 
who tries to "study" on 
Saturday and Sunday will wind 
::~:~:~~~~:,t ~~~obr:gi~t~i~;n~! c~u ey e ar 
have had the opportunity to buy 16===========================================11 
books. We literally bumped into our time great blunders in inter- allowed the noise to rjse, persist, 
Peter Sherman 2B(or not 2B) old friend McAuley on the viewing history. It seems that and fall before he asked 'Could I 
To the Editor : constitutional lawyer, even 
I really feel sorry-and I am' though she is critical of his 
not being facetious but I mean article. When you read his 
this sincerely -for the article, you will see that the 
supporters of the ERA in New issues aren't as simple as most 
York and New Jersey, in light of people think. They are not black 
the recent elections. and white, and no one side has a 
Permit me to make a monopoly on the "common 
suggestion to soften the impact. sense" perspective. There is a 
Just as I, as a prolific legalistic argument that . the 
spokesperson against the ERA amendment could boomerang, 
was nevertheless psychologically and none of the real experts can 
and emotionally prepared to - be sure, either way , how the 
accept its passage- we all ERA wou d be interpreted. 
thought _the cause against it as a The _ Advocate is to be 
practical matter was virtually commended for printing a 
hbpeless - I would like to suggest dissenting view on the subject, 
that everyone read Prof. and FLW, feel, should 
Freund's article, "The ERA Is r!!consider, for the next round, 
Not the Way," at 6 Harv Civ R & its policy of suppressing the 
Civ Lib Law Rev 234. You will dissenting view, and for 
then discover the "good sides" permitting its speaker to imply 
to the ERA's setback from a that all national women's 
very knowledgeable source, just organizations, let alone local 
as my personal horror at the ones, favored the ERA. There is 
prospect of the ER,,\ was greatly a good side to everything. Read 
lessened after I read the Yale the article, and I assure ou it 
Law Review article in 1971 . will take away some of the sting. 
I personally heard State Fully advocating women's rights 
Senator Karen Burstein concede as much as those who saw 
to a sman semi-informal salvation only iT) the ERA, I am, 
gathering that Prof. Freund is Sincerely, 
considered an expert Aaron Reichel4E 
'FORDHAMLAW llBJUAY 
l: J)O~T ~ :IF )00. 
~ THE »fJlN-:l: STILL! 
_--.1=."«:' TO .see YGUF\ 1,..1>. 
corner of Broad and Wall St. His some secretary had fed the see your publications?' The 
eyes were glazed and vacuous, wrong information to the firms crowd was losing control. About 
that certain look of defeat computerized typewriter. 7 'law reviewers' tried to throw 
usually seen in the eyes of older Instead of -mailing 326 their newly published 
men whose dreams have already rejections, the firm invited 326 paper-bound articles before the 
shone and died unrealized. He job-hungry students to interview feet of Mr. Starch; others tried 
attempted to speak but the same partner, in the same to knock them down and rip 
mumbled as his eyes crossed in room, at the same time. them apart. Blind to the 
the frustration of sober "When I arrived at the firm imminent danger, 'Mr. Starch.' 
incoherence. We helped him to the reception area was packed persisted: 'Well you know we 
the nearest tavern, where he with hundreds of 'mad-dogs' have to interview a number of 
soon regained his composure. waving their invitations and students before we decide, so 
McAuley had merely been screaming 'for blood. The we'll let you .. . " The mob 
suffering from an acute case of receptionist was clearly in rushed the stage. As I headed for 
"post·interview let-down." danger of lOSing her life. (A few cover the last thing I saw was 
"About a month ago," he guys from Temple ' wanted to 'old Starch' being buried alive 
began, "I sent out I 00 resumes. string her up with her Telex under 546 volumes of Fed. 2d." 
A' little less than a month ago wires.) McAuley lowered his eyes 
the rejections began to pour in. "Finally, a rather stiff and took another drink. After a 
Most were polite, and I consoled looking old "pin-stripe" long and dramatic pause he 
myself with those which had appeared and with a wasp like spoke again: "Do you think I've 
actually been signed by the flair of his nostrils, attempted to got a chance with that place?" 
hiring partner's secretary. quell the common mass. The We bought our good friend 
Finally I heard from Frick & boys from Harvard sighed with another drink. 
Frack. They apologized for not relief when he appeared. The 
visiting our beautiful campus guys from St. John's and 
(with the classic elegance of the Fordham were merely 
Lowenstein Plaza, and our intimidated, -while the few from 
rolling green hill), however they New -(York Law - didn't even 
invited me to interview at the notice. (They were too busy 
firm. I immediately framed the touching the walls, mumbling: 
letter. 'So this is what a law firm looks 
"Unfortunately, Frick & 
Frack had made one of the all 
r · 
r 
like ... ') The man with the 
starched face announced that 
inte rviews would be held in the 
firm library. Somehow it didn't 
seem so absurd the·n. We filed 
off,. followed only by the 
receptionist's frigh tened -eyes. 
"When I entered the library, 
office boys were busily erecting 
cardboard signs naming the 
various schools. I -headed for the 
Fordham banner with about 
thirty-two others. 'Mr. Starch' 
entered from the front and 
proceeded to conduct the inter-
view. His eyes quickly scanned 
the pile of 326 resumes before 
him. He asked: 'Do you have 
any questions about the firm?' 
The ensuing roar was 
tumultuous. From every corner 
of the library rose the 
cacophany of words trampling 
other words: 'What kind of 
practise- do you have a 
rotation- how many partners 
did - I'm really into real 
estate ... ' 
e\Ys&riefs 
DANCE 
The SBA-sponsored Annual 
Christmas Dance will be 011 
Saturday, November 22, from 
8:30- 1 :.()O at the Lowenstein 
Penthouse. There will be food , 
and open bar and live music_ 
Tickets are $2.50 per person and 
available at the SBA office. 
FLW 
The Metropolitan Law 
Women Annual Conference will 
be on Saturday , Nov. 22, 1975 
at Brooklyn Law School. The 
day begins at 9:30 a.m. 
Elizabeth Holtzman is the 
keynote speaker. 
LECTURE 
The Annual Sonnet Memorial 
Lecture on the Minnesqta Plan : 
Mandatory Continuing Legal 
Education for Lawyers, will be 
delivered by Robert J. Sheran, 
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of 
Minnesota, Tuesday, December 
9, 1975 at Eight O'Clock, Pope 
Auditorium , Lowenstein 
Building. Reception following 
"The 'Pin-Striped Wonder ' ~t~h~e~l~ec~t~u~r~e.~ ______________ ~ 
November 18 , 1975 
Under covers Her~: Met -plummets 
Sellers not enough . to record low 'Butchered Barber Rich Sapinski of their Nazi patrons by various 
-Prof. Edward Yorio-Most films are created to ingenious' means. During these 
It was my great misfortune 
during the past few weeks to. see 
the Metropolitan Opera revivals 
of Bellini's Norma and Verdi's 
Un Ballo in Masch era. Both 
revivals confirm my opinion that 
artistic standards at the Met have 
plummeted to a record low. 
forte, he makes it fortissimo; if 
the score says allegro, he makes 
it presto. The result of course is 
./-
communicate some deep inner 
vision of the director or writer 
concerning life, love, etc; "The 
Undercovers Hero" is no 
exception. It too has a message 
for its audience: even Peter 
Sellers' talents are not enough to 
save some films from a richly 
deserved box-office disaster. 
Even with Mr. Sellers' herculean 
efforts in playing a total of six 
roles, "The l,1nde,rcovers Hero" 
is at best a simplistic nutty farce 
that never achieves the sustained 
hilarity that one associates with 
the great ' Sellers films like 
"Return of the Pink Panther". 
As perhaps is already obvious, 
the fault does not lie with Mr. 
Sellers ; indeed, it is doubtful 
that the film would have been 
even a little bit more bearable if 
he had played all the parts. The 
action in ''The Undercovers 
Hero" is centered in a fancy 
Paris brothel during the Nazi 
occupation. The talents of the 
"girls" include the elimination 
WORMSER 
Continued from p.l 
first prize winner seemed to 
please most of those present in 
the courtroom. . 
Henry , arguing on the merits 
for the defendants-appellees, 
withstood a withering attack by 
all three jurists upon his defense 
of religious discrimination by 
the agencies. Indeed he seemed 
to have the best courtroom 
presence of the four advocates. 
The remaining /competitors, 
Peter Gordon and Gary Stumpp, 
were less convincing in their 
arguments, but according to 
Judge Edelstein they were 
non eth ele ss "superb". 
advertisemen t 
BAR EXAMS AREN'T UKE 
LA W SCHOOL EXAMS 
Knowing how to write answers 
the way Bar Examiners want to 
see them written can make the 
crucial difference, Why not get 
the feel of 16 Bar Exam ques-
tions now, before the June 
pressure. 
Hundreds of students from 
Fordham Law School have 
bee n convinced that what they 
learned at THE KASS PROB-
LEM ANKLYSIS CLINICS was 
essential to their success in the 
Bar Exam. 
Why not A TTEN D THE 
FIRST CLINIC - ABSOLUTE-
LY FREE - on February 1st, 
1976 and see for yourself. 
Six successive Sundays, starti ng 
Feb. 1st, 1-4 P.M" in the McAl-
pin Hotel , B'way and 34th 
Street, N.Y.e. - Fee 575. 
Seniors can attend our Feb. , 
1976 series, upon graduation, 
upon payment of only one fee. 
A TOTAL OF 32 DIFFER· 
ENT, VERY DIFFICULAT 
ESSA YS WILL BE COVERED 
IN BOTH SERIES. 
For Further information, con-
tact agent MICHAEL J. Mc-
Nulty or KASS PROBLEM 
ANAL YSIS CLINICS , 27 Wil-
liam - Street, N.Y.C. (WH 
3-26901 I 
TYPING 
• Briefs • Resumes 
• Term Papers 
SAME DAY SERVICE 
Lend-A-Hand 
200 W. 72nd S t. 362-8200 
goings-on Sellers plays. a French 
'president, a French general, a 
British intelligence agent, a 
Japanese general, and Hitler ; he 
accomplishes these roles with his 
usual brilliance, but his 
achievement is overshadowed by 
moronic gags and inept 
screenplay. 
If the reader considers this 
review brief, the reason therefor 
lies not in the absence of bad 
things to say about "The 
Undercovers Hero", but rather 
because of a personal opinion on 
the reviewer's part that the less 
said about a bad thing, the 
better. In any event, "The 
Undercovers Hero" is not a 
funny movie by any standard. 
Save your money ; I understand 
that short term municipal notes 
of a certain gr'1at metropolitan 
city are a real bargain for an 
/ enterprising law student anxious 
to learn the basics of bankruptcy 
in a clinical rather than 
classroom setting. 
'NAT'LMOOT 
Gerald T. McLaughlin 
a crazy-quilt performance with "Make room for the factotum 
little or no movement or of the city" sings Figaro in the 
continuity. Barber of Seville. Well, after 
The singers were worthy of seeing the Metropolitan Opera's 
their conductor. Of the singers rendition of Rossini's masterful 
in the two performances I saw comedy, I would suggest just 
only the first night baritone, that - give it plenty of room-in 
Louis Quilico, was acceptable 
delivering his two arias with fact you might stay away from it 
style and feeling. Robert ~errill, completely. It was one of the 
his successor as Renato, always a m 0 r e un d i.s tin g u ish e d 
dull performer, can no longer performances in a year already 
rely on his once beautiful somewhat marred by 
baritone to pull him through mediocrity. In the role of the 
since the voice is now unsteady Barber of Seville was the Greek 
at the top and somewhat coarse born baritone, Kostas Paskalis. 
in the middle. While he has a big -voice which 
Teresa Kubiak, the Amelia, easily fills the house, the voice 
was hoarse the first night, but lacks color and excitement. 
nor sustain the legato necessary for the later performance had Count Almaviva was sung by 
to carry the arching Bellini lines. pretty much recovered. While Douglas Ahlstedt - a last minute 
Further, her timbre is not nearly her voice has the right weight for substitute for the ailing Enrico. 
warm enough for Bellini (or for Verdian soprano roles like De Giuseppe. His voice is too 
that matter Italian opera Amelia, she has little sense of small for the Met and he could 
The Met's new Norma is the 
English soprano Rita Hunter. 
Miss Hunter's enormous girth 
,and consequent minimal stage 
movements would be tolerable if 
she showed an inkling of what 
bel canto is about. (After all, the 
legendary coloratura specialist 
Luisa Tetrazzini of chicken fame 
was built like a house and no 
one much cared.) But Miss 
Hunter 'can neither execute the 
difficult coloratura in the score 
generally) and her delivery of Verdian style often stabbing at not meet the vocal demands of 
the libretto, with its occasionally notes rather than ' producing a his two first act arias. As Rosina, 
stirring recitative, was appalling. firm, even line. Her Italian Costanza' Cuccaro was credible; 
Frederica von Stade as diction is wretched. her voice has a pleasant, sweet 
Adalgisa was a bit more musical As reported earlier, Nicolai tone in the middle register but 
(at least she has an idea of how a Gedda's voice is now quite dry on occasion certain of her high 
Bellini line sl\ould flow), but d' I' h d notes are vaguely reminiscent of 
r.nntinued from p. 1 an ill a tenor ro e as nc an 
ultimately no more satisfying. suggestive as Riccardo a dry those shrill noises heard between 
and N.Y. U. The crucial factor in The young and attractive Miss voice spells disaster. Still Gedda Cham bers and .F~Jton Str eets on 
the defeat appears to have been von Stade seemed too immature was far preferable to shis the Seventh Avenue Subway. 
Fordham's loss to N.Y.U. on the artistically to handle a major successor, Barry Morell , who was The only things to be highly 
brief. The overall margin of Italian mezzo role like Adalgias. often out of tune and whose recommended in the productiOn 
defeat (causing the elimination) Her phrasing was dull, her every note above the staff flirted are Fernando Coren a as Dr. 
was one-tenth of one point. feeling for the text appeared dangerously with cracking. Bartolo and Jerome Hines as 
Despite this defeat, Brennan, minimal, and, more ominous for Maureen Forrester, the Ulrica Don Basilio. As the Met's leading 
Klipp and Wolas were given the her future , her timbre was both nights, trying hard to base buffo, Corena should be 
award for second best brief in monochromatic with a produce an Italianate sound, seen at least once in everyone's 
the New York region. continuous vibrato which sounds failed miserably. Robert Peters, life. His voice has sheen and 
Under the rules, teams which rather like a babbling brook. the Oscar, was competent the warmth and his acting is 
finished completely undefeated The other principals, John first night, but unsatisfactory on consistently fine. When you see 
were automatically advanced. Alexander and John Macurdy, the second night. and hear Corena, you begin 1'0 
The other slots were filled by were neither bad nor good In the not too distant past know what opera is all about. 
taking the aggregate point spread enough to merit comment. As the Met presented top-notch Jerome Hines, as the ludicrous 
of the other teams from both for the debuting conductor, Normas and Ballos with singers singing teacher, sang and acted 
rounds, adding and subtracting Gianfranco Masini, it would be like CabaUe and Cossotto superbly, delivering his .~ ... __ ~ 
for brief and oral argument unfair to judge him given the Sutherland and Horne, Price an~t second act aria "La Calunnia" 
separately on each round . When handicaps of the cast. Suffice it Bergonzi, even Arroyo and with booming efficiency. 
the adjustments are made, the to say that after a convincing Domingo. - It is difficult · to l!::============:::::!1 
leading teams are selected to fill overture he seemed shackled by understand how an opera 
the remaining positions. This the need to follow his singers., company could decline so , 
year, an unusually high number The Ballo revival was equally quickly and so precipitously. 
of teams finished I:Indefeated, catastrophic. Major blame goes Surely the relative scarcity of 
leaving only one slot open for to the conductor" Henry Lewis, first-rate singers on the operatic 
advancement based upon points. who seemed wilfully to be scene is not the reason , for I 
Klipp noted that the style bending this magnificent scoie have heard many established 
employed by the Fordham team to his own misconceptions. Mr. singers and newcomers in 
in its brief was one directed Lewis' conducting technique Europe and America who would 
toward an actual litigation, as co n sis t s p rim a ril y 0 f be far superior to Kubiak as 
Riccardo, and to Merrill as 
Renato. And, needless to say , 
the number of conductors 
preferable to Lewis is legion. 
opposed to the more exaggeration: if the score says Amelia, to Gedda or Morell as 
"academic" style employed by ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
others. He felt that this was a legal briefs free collating L ' l 
How long will the Met and its 
subscribers endure those 
responsible for the ou trageous 
casting of these last few seasons? 
Quo usque tandem, Bliss, 
abutere patientia nostra ... ? 
factor in Fordham's victory, last ' 
Spring, in the Sutherland ~ ; nco n 
Competition at Catholic 
University , (where briefs are 5c binding' service, L judged by clerks to U.S. 
Supreme Court justices) b!lt 0 U HfJe 
thought that it was less preferred X E R OX address labels .. in the regionals. .' -
Expressing the sentiment of CO P.I ES 38 W. 62nd STREET the team, Klipp added, "While 
we were disappointed with the d t· 
result, we were not disappointed re uc IOnS "THURSDA Y 
with ourselves". HAPPY HOUR" 
b\TER 
ril ! AM A C ROSS' FRO M LINCOLN CENTER 
Do You Have A Sex Problem? 
Masters & Johnson 
CounSl!l:.ng Techniques 
T rai ned therap ists by" oppt. 225-3044 
SEXUAl COUNsELING CENTER 
48W.12St. (5& 6 A v.! ' 
downstairs office 
volume discount 
.... copymasters 
amsterdam bet. 78th & 79t.h 
787·8400 
amsterdam ave. nr. 118th st. 
865·2500 
Noon 'tillline 
KITCHEN OPEN 
TILL 10 P.M. 
STUDENT' 
GROUPS 
ALWAYS -
WELCOME 
I r -
\ I 
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DROP DEAD Course evaluation 
Continued from p, 1 
Byrn was an early proponent of 
the change for "pedogogical" 
reasons. 
Off the record many 
Professors hint that pedogogy' 
was not the sole reason for the 
vote , and that the reclaimed 
August vacation time was a 
strong factor. 
Dean McLaughlin asked the 
faculty whether Ubor Day was 
a factor and Barry Hawk, faculty 
representative asked that the 
rationale for the vote be decided 
formally so that he could 
present the result to the student 
faculty committee. The result 
was that no one openly admitted 
that they were motivated by 
reasons "other than 
pedagogical." McLaughlin was 
not surprised, "It would be a 
selfish reason , and no one is 
going to openly admit to being 
selfish," he commented. 
Most professors would not 
'disclose which way they voted 
claiming that they would 
destroy the confidentiality of 
the facul ty meeting. Professor 
Lanzerone , replied "No 
commen t," when asked whether 
he favored reading weeks ih 
general. 
As to the /amendment of the 
earlier minutes alter student 
oppositon was known some 
faculty members denied that the 
change was made in bad faith, 
and one claimed "These things 
aren't like a stockholders 
meeting," referring to the lack 
of forma lity. 
Minutes at faculty meetings 
are kept by a confidential 
secretary in the Dean 's office 
and are approved by Dean 
Mc Laughlin. After the negative 
student vote on the proposed 
change many faculty members 
apparently did not agree with 
the minutes as to the nature of 
student input which had been 
approved. 
One professor, who refused 
to be identified , claimed " I 
thought we only agreed to 
in form students of the 
impending change." 
Others claimed that they did 
not think that the change was 
conditional on student approval, 
leaving open the possibility that 
-Walt Pellegrini 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
The Professor and Course 6 
Evaluation for last spring were 7 
reI eased by the SBA last ~ 
Thursday. The grades are 10 
generally high. I I 
The highest grades were in 12 
the smallest courses where 13 
presumably student interest is : ~ 
greatest and the pedagogical 16 
rapport is best. 17 
Nevertheless, traditionally 18 
popular courses and professors 19 
did very well, and Legal Writing, ' 20 
often considered more work 21 
22 than its worth in terms of course 23 
credit, received the lowest :!4 
grades. 25 
Professor Crowley as a 26 
member of New York's Public 27 
Employment Relations Board, ~~ 
received high grades for 'aIl three 30 
of the La bor related courses he 31 
teaches, most especially' in 32 
Public Employment where he ]3 
averaged 9S. Of course this is an 34 
instance where the class was 35 36 
small and the interest was high. 37 
In courses wltere more than 38 
one professor taught, generally 39 
there was little difference in 40 41 grades with a few exceptions. 42 
In the final tabulation a mark 43 
of 100 means I'a high degree" in 44 
response to the question; a mark , 45 
of 90 means "a substantial :~ 
degree"; SO means "a mild 48 
degree" ; 70 "a minimal degree"; 49 
and 60 means "non-exis.tant". 50 
The questions put to the 51 
students were as follows: 52 
I) To what extent is the ;~ 
course conten t as conveyed by 55 
the professor sufficient to an 56 
understanding of the subject? 57 
2) To what extent is the ~~ 
professor's presentation of the 60 
mat er ial c lear and well 61 
organized? 62 
3) To what extent does the 6'3 
professor beneficially add to the 64 
assigned material? ~~ 
4) To what extent does the 67 
professor maintain and engender 68 
student interest and a thoughtful 69 
understanding of the materials? 70 
5) To what degree to students 71 
72 participate and interact in class 73 
discussion? 74 
6)To what extent is the 75 
professor approachable outside 76 
of class for advice and 77 
78 a substantial minority might assistance? 
have been sufficient. The 79 
student vote was unanim'ous but ______________ ,. HO 
f 13 t d t G d t ' NEW YORK- The touring 8 1 or s u en s. ra ua mg women 's basketball team of the B2 
students were not polled, 
TORTS 
TORTS 
TORTS 
TORTS 
TORTS 
PROPERTY 
PROPERTY 
CONTRACTS 
CONTRACTS 
CONTRACTS 
CONTRACTS 
CONTRACTS 
CIVIL PROC 
CIVIL PROC 
CIVIL PROC 
LEGAL WRIT 
LEGAL WRIT 
KEGAL WRIT 
LEGAL WRIT 
LEGAL WRIT 
LEGAL WRIT 
CONST LAW 
CONST LAW 
CONST LAW 
CRIMES 
CRIM ES 
CRIM ES 
CORPS 
CORPS 
CORPS 
EVIDENCE 
EVIDENCE 
PROF RESP 
NY PRAC 
NY PRAC 
ADM IN LAW 
ADV ANTITR 
APP ADVOC 
ASIAN TRAD 
AVIATION L 
BANKRUPTCY 
CIVIL ADV 
CIVIL ADV 
CIVIL RTS 
COLL BARG 
COMML FIN 
COMML PAPR 
CONF LI CTS 
CON STCRIML 
CORP ACQU I 
CORP F IN 
CO RP TAX 
CO RP TAX 
CRIM ADVOC 
CURPROBLIT 
ENV LAW 
EST PLNG 
EST PLNG 
FED CTS 
INCOME TAX_ 
INSURANCE 
INTLBUSTR N 
LABOR LAW 
LANDLD+TE I 
. LA D USE 
LAW + MED 
LEGISLATN 
MORTGAGES 
NA RCOTICS 
NLRB 
PATENTS 
PROD L1AB 
PUBLIC EMP 
PUBLIC SCH 
ROMAN LAW 
SEC REGUL 
SEC MKTS 
SURETYSHIP 
TX SHELTER 
TX SHELTER 
TRUSTS 
TRUSTS 
BYR N 
MART!N 
SWEENEY 
ROBERTSON 
BYRN 
PHILLIPS 
HUM BACH 
CALAMARI 
YORIO 
CA LAMARI 
PERILLO 
PERILLO 
ROBERTSON 
MARTIN 
MCLAUGHLN 
RICHARDS 
EVANS 
RICHARDS 
O'CONNER 
EVANS 
ADAMS 
MANNING 
MCLAUG IILN 
WHALE 
RICII.·\RDS 
O'(O\, ~ER 
MURI ,\GH 
FOGELMAN 
'KESSLER 
SHARPE 
ROB ERTSON 
PUTZEL 
PUTZEL 
DEAN 
DIRNBAUM 
LANZ A RO NE 
HAWK 
O'CONNER 
CH IA NG 
SWEENEY 
BABBITT 
SCHREIBER 
SINCLAIR 
WHALEN 
CROWLEY 
CH IANG 
QUINN 
MANNING 
PUTZEL 
DESTEFANO 
BROOKS 
SHARPE 
YORIO 
FITZPATRK 
KALMUS 
TECLAFr 
KATSORIS 
PARKER 
HAWK 
KATSORIS 
FOGELMAN 
SWEENEY 
CROWLEY 
HUMBACH 
MCGONAGLE 
RH EINGOLD 
ZIMMERMAN 
FOGELMAN 
QUINN 
KAYNARD 
GARON 
BIRNBAUM 
CROWLEY 
LANZARONE 
MCLAUGI'ILN 
KESSLER 
SPROW 
CALAMARI 
SHARPE 
'WHITE 
MCGONA(;LE 
MCANIFr 
93 
90 
HH 
Ii)! 
93 
83 
88 
89 
86 
92 
85 
89 
84 
87 
91 
75 
74 
77 
83 
77 
87 
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85 
84 
83 
77 
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'14 
88 
8 
' 88 
98 
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94 
96 
93 
86 
94 
78 
90 
93 
92 
89 
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85 
91 
9 1 
87 
93 
93. 
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91 
96 
98 
85 
98 
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9X 
99 
XO 
74 
88 
9:! 
97 
86 
85 
82 
96 
89 
87 
93 
85 
96 
87 
90 
80 
84 
90 
79 
75 
81 
81 
78 
87 
89 
95 
8 1 
BO 
78 
76 
95 , 
75 
77 
72 
74 
75 
98 
88 
84 
91 
87 
100 
97 
78 
98 
93 
H3 
90 
94 
XX 
85 
86 
100 
96 
B4 
95 
96 
'1 5 
83 
93 
78 
89 
94 
93 
l)! 
'J7 
81 
93 
9 1 
84 
93 
91 
83 
93 
96 
98 
85 
9B 
71l 
100 
100 
7H. 
7J 
HC, 
91 
'" ,," 
cl' 
95 
88 
88 
89 
95 
83 
89 
8'1 
B3 
90 
84 
89 
85 
85 
90 
70 
72 
73 
B2 
73 
88 
91 
<)1 
86 
BO 
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77 
94 
74 
74 
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77 
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97 
86 
84 
95 
93 
100 
97 
l:l2 
'1 7 
91 
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90 
90 
88 
89 
88 
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93 
85 
')5 
98 
99 
81l 
l)4 
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90 
92 
91 
'12 
94 
83 
90 
91 
94 
90 
t.)~ 
93 
90 
9(, 
')8 
85 
96 
81 
100 
93 
H .. 
70 
~7 
91 
b. 
t;jc,\.o 
cf 
93 
'10 
<)0 
<)0 
94 
76 
86 
86 
B6 
91 
!l'2 
87 
85 
85 
8<) 
6<) 
71 
71 
79 
73 
88 
86 
n 
B4 
85 
82 
73 
B7 
69 
73 
73 
79 
75 
94 
85 
82 
94 
'12 
100 
'17 
81 
95 
'II 
8 1 
'I' 
96 
86 
85 
89 
<J8 
90 
85 
93 
'IX 
93 
!l7 
91 
78 
89 
89 
88 
88 
9.\ 
80 
95 
89 
91 
86 
'13 
90 
93 
lJ7 
98 
SO 
96 
79 
98 
93 
114 
79 
X5 
XX 
87 
90 
88 
91 
91 
74 
86 
84 
HB 
85 
83 
90 
85 
86 
88 
73 
72 
71 
81 
77 
88 
81 
90 
85 
94 
89 
80 
81 
72 
78 
78 
88 
86 
90 
83 
84 
9'1 
95 
100 
96 
81 
97 
'!6 
87 
95 
B9 
87 
85 
95 
9 1 
93 
88 
91 
100 
94 
91 
86 
87 
1',7 
8 5 
H2 
87 
9 1 
82 
99 
'13 
83 
80 
100 
97 
90 
96 
<)8 
95 
100 
B5 _ 
100 
S8 
94 
l)) 
H4 
H7 
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86 
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86 
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77 
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94 
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HX 
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100 
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90 
XI 
90 
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44 55 19 
51 51 36 
46 51 45 
43 58 44 
129 ,134 17 
96 11 9 68 
86 -141 46 
60 68 40 
62 7 1 57 
63 77 24 
46 141 60 
132 136 39 
88 105 62 
95 95 54 
114 124 33 
30 55 80 
42 66 82 
45 60 76 
. 35 56 65 
59 66 78 
68 68 48 
96 105 43 
90 119 23 
88 110 59 
98 98 61 
86 86 67 
80 ' 110 75 
95 104 28 
66 93 81 
78 97 74 
88 104 79 
70 93 ~1 
162 300 73 
145 1<)3 11 
26 107 51 
71 0 64 
6 0 15 
13 0 25 
331 
15 0 7 
83 0 70 
13 0 8 
7 0 29 
7 0 58 
27 0 27 
20 20 21 
127 0 49 
67 67 53 
16 16 38 
12 
7 
43 
19 
12 
I .. 
38 
b4 
12lS 
15 
18 
78 
15 
7 
27 
14 
52 
(1 
3 
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32 
1 
5 
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5 
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31 
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7 
43 
19 
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15 
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15 
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27 
14 
(1 
3 
40 
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5 
,8 
.. 
12 
7 
31 
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14 
55 
16 
6 
13 
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71 
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35 
31 
12 
66 
20 
3 .. 
47 
41 
18 
.. 2 
26 
9 
1 
56 
4 
69 
3 
10 
(>3 
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When asked about the People's Republic of China will I-. acoh grad~ has been rounded ·to th e nearest whok number. 
pOSSIbility of facuIty bad faIth m come to New York's Madison 
amending the minutes, the Square Garden to play one of 
o the r w i s e 0 u t s P 0 ken America's best women 's teams, 
McLa ughlin repli ed, "No Queens College, Monday , Nov. 
Comment." 24 at S:30 P.M. 
Tickets for the People's M c La ughlin ' said he felt 
students would adjust to the Republic of China/Queen..s 
change in schedule but felt that College basket ball game are on 
sale now for $7.50, $6 ,00 and 
student-faculty rapport had been $5.00 at the Garden box office 
area. 
damaged. and at Ticketron outlets 
Dean Hanlon said "Its throughout the metropolitan 
ridiculous to keep changing 
every other year." 
THE 1976 CLIENT 
COUNSELING COMPETITION 
The Law Student Division of the 
American Bar Association will 
again sponsor the Client 
CO)lnseling Competition. 
Contract Litigation and Its 
-Alternativ~s will be the subject 
matter of the consultation 
situations this year. The 
competition is analogous to 
Moot Court , except that the skill 
tested is counseling rather than 
:;,\r::T\~\~\;\:;\r::T\~\~\'""\.:;;:::\r::T\~\~\T\ WANT'ED,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ ~~~~I~~~~;n ' t:;:su~e~1;nula~h: 
, real law firm consultation as F UN LOVIN ~ closely as possible. A typical 
client problem is selected and a SK.I INSTRUCTORS person , ac ti~g the role of the 
I ' clIent IS bnefed on hIS or her 
(Nn Tt: j,t'HINt. t:XPERlt:Nt't: 
Nt:t 't:SS.~H" 
w.: WI LI .. TRAIN ,'n. ' Tn Tt:.;,t'H). 
CALL SKI-O-RAMA 
, 
TOURS INC. 
part. Prior to the day of the 
actual Competi tion stu'den ts, 
who work in pairs, receive a very 
brief memo concerning the 
problem. This data is equivalent 
to what a secretary might be 
told when a client calls to make 
an appoi ntment. The students 
are asked to · prepare a 
preliminary memorandum based 
on the problem as it is then 
____________ ~-----------------.. understood. 
"1L.would be worthwhile to drag the children here by the eats ,. 
- Robert Potts, 
,"lb 1II~"O;;'197' 
#1 STEAK 
a ll '1tlr Avelllle between 57th alld 58th Streets 
also at 75th alld B'way alld 86th & 211d Ave, 
Yes! At last YOII call buy the food Philadelphia students are survivillg a ll 
and thrivillg Oll- We're almost all campus! Opell SUlldays! 
Tender beef .. u_ ia r ..... t oil and served on special IWian bread - with or without onion. ----l1.4S 
# 2 CHEESE STEAK 
Ow .teak sandwich with delicious melted ch .... -------_--:-__ .--.$ 1.60 
# 3 SAUCE STEAK 
Our .teak oandwich with Oil{ own home-D12de ttalian .. uce _--'-______ _ SI.6O 
# 4 PIZZA STEAK 
Our lleak sandwich with both ch .... and sauce --_-____ ---;-___ S \.75 
# 5 HOAGIE 
Finest Genoa Salami, Ham, Capicola. and Provolone Cheese with sliced tomato. lettuce and onion. Italian 
bread .s.J.45 . 
# 6 STOVE HOAGIE 
A Hoagie. freJh (rom our oven ______________ ~-JSI.45 
20" OF': ALL SANDWICHES 
WITH THIS COUPON 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL 
NOV. 27,1975 
